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I have included the main chords with any extra notes usually written in the form S5F2 = String 5 Fret 2 - all measured 
from the capo – unless stated otherwise. The “extra”” first line shows the notes sung, relative to the capo as the base 
point. 

 
 

 
Intro: ||Barre 5 (from capo) + S1 F7/8/   Barre3 + S1 F5/6   //  F  Dm-G  CM7  C 
 
 
  C                    S5F2                      Am         S6F3 
I look into your eyes,   my heart is fluttering 
                F                                            G 
For the beauty of your soul.. is here to see. 
              C                             S5F2                   Am       S6F3 
I don‟t know… why I‟ve been chosen for this blessing 
          F                                   G                    C 
Why God has brought such beauty near to me. 
 
 
Inst: Repeat V1 chords lines 1+2 
 
 
                 C                              S5F2                 Am            S6F3 
I do not know you. We haven‟t even shared an ice-cream 
                F                                             G 
Or run naked over meadows or rippling sands 
         C                    S5F2                          Am       S6F3 
Of beaches being stroked by waves of oceans. 
F                 G                      C 
…I haven‟t even held your hand. 
 
Inst: V1 but lines 1+2 but FM7 instead of F 
 
 
     C             S5F2            Am         S6F3 
I dream… of lying here beside you. 
                             F                                  G 
And watch you breathing gently as you sleep. 
         C                  S5F2                   Am       S6F3 
To wake with you… in the summer dawning. 
               F                           G                      C 
And to make love… as the sun warms the day. 
 
 
Inst: V1 lines 1+2 
 
 
                           C                     S5F2                  Am         S6F3 
Oh, I know that soon you will be gone just like a butterfly. 
                 F                                   G 
And bring joy… to others on this Earth 
                           C                   S5F2                Am       S6F3 
And I wish you well and thank God for your existence 
                            F                      G                  C 
Although you‟re going makes me just a little sad. 
 
 
 
Verse 1 end with „your beauty‟ instead of „such beauty‟ 

I  look into your eyes, my heart is fluttering 
E  G --------------------    F    E     D  D  E  E 

Play: C  Capo: 4 Sing: E   

This song arrived in me after a 
chat with someone over a cup of 
coffee 


